Although speakers of one specific language share the same phoneme representations, their productions can differ. We propose to investigate the development of these differences in production, called idiosyncrasies, by using a Bayesian model of communication. Supposing that idiosyncrasies appear during the development of the motor system, we present two versions of the motor learning phase, both based on the guidance of an agent master: "a repetition model" where agents try to imitate the sounds produced by the master and "a communication model" where agents try to replicate the phonemes produced by the master. Our experimental results show that only the "communication model" provides production idiosyncrasies, suggesting that idiosyncrasies are a natural output of a motor learning process based on a communicative goal.
Introduction
Although speech acquisition is fast and efficient, the mechanisms underlying speech development are quite complex. If we only consider phonetic learning occurring during the first year of life, it can be decomposed in three steps [1, 2] . First, from birth, children learn to associate sounds with the phonemes of their native language. Then, from around seven months, a babbling phase occurs during which children learn to associate acoustic signals with motor gestures. Finally, around two months later, children begin to associate motor gestures with the phonemes of their native language.
These three learning steps, respectively called sensory, sensory-motor and motor learning in the following of this paper, are language specific. Indeed, the exposure to one particular language results in tuning the sensory and motor phonetic representations to this language (in the perceptual domain, this is called perceptual narrowing [3] ). As a consequence, children speaking different languages have different phonetic representations.
Conversely, we may expect children speaking the same language to have similar phonetic repertoires. However, there is also intra-language variability, called idiosyncrasies. Typically, in speech production, when two agents produce the same phoneme, acoustic results may vary extensively [1, 4] .
In this paper, we focus on the development of idiosyncrasies in speech production and aim at better understanding what component of the learning process could be at their origin. Since idiosyncrasies in production concern the relationship between motor gestures and phonemes, we assume that they appear during the motor learning phase. We compare two computational models of this phase of speech development, both based on an imitation algorithm during which a computational learning agent tries to reproduce speech utterances of a master agent. In the first model, named "repetition model", the agent tries to reproduce sounds uttered by the master. In the second one, named "communication model", the agent tries to replicate phonemes produced by the master.
Our two motor learning algorithms are embedded inside a Bayesian model of speech communication called COSMO (for "Communicating Objects using Sensory-Motor Operations"), that we have been developing in the past years. COSMO is in our view an efficient framework to study and simulate various aspects of speech communication, including the emergence of sounds systems in human languages [5, 6] or online speech perception [7, 8] .
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the COSMO model and describes the two motor learning models. Section 3 compares results of experimental simulations with the two learning models, which are then discussed in Section 4.
COSMO, a Bayesian model of speech communication

Model description
Within a speech communication process between two agents, a speaker produces motor gestures, that result in acoustic signals perceived by a listener; this enables an exchange of linguistic information between the two agents. From this conceptual description of the communication process, the COSMO model relies on the assumption that communicative agents internalize in their brain all the involved motor, sensory and linguistic representations. In COSMO, these representations are modeled by probabilistic variables: M for motor gestures, S for sensory (acoustic) signals, OS and OL for the linguistic "objects" (in a general sense) of communication, OS relating to the object for the speaker and OL to the object for the listener, and C for the evaluation of communication success. Based on the Bayesian Programming methodology [9, 10] , the joint probability distribution P (C OS S M OL) is decomposed as a product of five distributions: a prior on objects P (OS), a motor system P (M | OS), a sensory-motor system P (S | M ), an auditory recognition system P (OL | S) and a communication validation system P (C | OS OL). These five distributions are the knowledge of our communicating agent.
In this study, we implement a "vowel version" of the COSMO model. It involves the use of an articulatory model of the vocal tract, VLAM [11, 12, 13] in which orofacial articulators (jaw, larynx, tongue, lips) are controlled by 7 parameters.
In our model, linguistic units OS and OL correspond to the seven vowels /i u e o E O a/, which are the seven preferred vowels in human languages [14] . The motor variable M only retains three parameters of VLAM sufficient for these vowels, that are lip height LH , tongue body TB, and tongue dorsum TD, respectively monitoring vowel rounding, vowel height and vowel anterior/posterior configurations. The sensory variable S consists of formants F 1 and F 2 expressed in Barks [15] . We discretize F 1 and F 2 respectively into 59 and 73 values, while M contains 15*15*15 values. C is a boolean value, expressing that OL and OS are identical or different.
We define the probability distributions of the model. P (OS) is a uniform distribution: all vowels are equiprobable. P (S | OL), P (S | M ) and P (M | OS) are conditional Gaussian distributions. To express the lack of knowledge before learning, these distributions are initially set with means in the middle of their space and large variance, approximating uniform distributions. Learning consists in providing values for objects, sensory and motor variables (e.g. o, s and m) in ways that will be explained later. From these values, parameters of the Gaussian distributions P (S | OL), P (S | M ) and P (M | OS) are updated in a straightforward manner respectively using observed data s, o , s, m and m, o . Finally, P (C | OS OL) is a "Bayesian switch" [16] : when C = 1, OS and OL are constrained to the same value.
We previously showed how respectively setting OS or OL or both OS and OL as the pivot of communication enabled to switch from a motor to an auditory to a sensory-motor theory of speech communication [8, 17] . In this paper, we keep the most general framework, that is a sensory-motor theory of speech production, so that OL and OS are always constrained (by C = 1) to be equal. Hence, to simplify notations, in the following, we note both OL and OS by a single O. This particularly concerns processes in the motor phase (see Eq. (3)) and processes used for the evaluation (see equations in Section 2.3).
Learning phases
Starting from scratch, we consider the three speech development stages previously introduced: a sensory learning phase associating sounds with phonemes, a sensory-motor learning phase associating motor gestures with sounds, and a motor learning phase associating motor gestures with phonemes. In agreement with other works [1, 2] , we consider that these steps are consecutive and performed in interaction with a master agent.
Master agent
The master agent we use in this study disposes of a set of target motor commands for each vowel. These target sets have been defined so as to produce typical formant values for the seven considered vowels, based on data for French vowels [18] . For each vowel, the master agent draws values for M according to a Gaussian distribution around the motor target, with a given variance in the articulatory space. Motor commands are then translated into acoustic values thanks to VLAM. This provides a (non Gaussian) distribution P (S|Omast) from which the master draws samples provided to the learning agent.
Sensory and sensory-motor phases
During sensory learning, the agent learns its probability distribution P (S | OL). This learning phase is straightforward: the master produces a linguistic object o resulting in an acoustic signal s, and we assume that the learning agent is able to access both s from its auditory system and o from a given parallel communication stream, e.g. deixis [6] . The learning agent then directly updates its distribution
During sensory-motor learning, the agent learns its probability distribution P (S | M ). This phase is a little more complex: as the master agent cannot directly inform the learning agent about the motor gestures it produces, the learning agent needs to infer them. We suppose that inference is based on an imitation process. As in the sensory phase, the master produces a linguistic object o resulting in an acoustic signal s. Then, the learning agent tries to imitate the master by inferring a motor gesture m thanks to the distribution P (M |
Motor phase
Once the sensory-motor learning phase is completed, the motor learning phase begins. During this phase, the learning agent updates its distribution P (M | OS). Although it uses an imitation process similar to the sensory-motor phase, the inference process is different.
We consider two versions of this inference process. In the first version, called "repetition model", the agent attempts to reproduce the exact sound produced by the master for a given object. For this aim, inference is based on the distribution
, which means: select a motor gesture likely to be associated to the phoneme o and to result in the sound s. In the second version, called "communication model", the agent tries to select a motor gesture likely to ensure communication and hence to realize a vowel o similar to the one produced by the master. For this aim, inference is based on the distribution
More formally, both distributions
are computed in the COSMO model using Bayesian inference, which yields:
where P (M | OS), P (S | M ), and P (OL | S) are probability distributions of the learning agent. In both versions, the inferred motor gesture m is used to update parameters of the motor system
Summary of the complete learning sequence
For each motor learning model, we performed 12 simulations in which each learning phase lasted 300,000 steps. Due to random sampling, simulations differed in couples s, o given by the master and in motor gestures m (and resulting s ) selected at each learning step. This enabled to test whether different simulations would result in different final stages at the end of the Figure 1 , with values in Barks. Ellipses in the three plots correspond to the categorization regions of the master (distribution P (Omast | S)). Points respectively correspond to the means of: Left: the master distributions P (S | Omast); Middle: the distributions P (S | Oag) in the "communication model" for the 12 simulated agents; Right: the distributions P (S | Oag) in the "repetition model" for the 12 simulated agents. whole learning process, which could possibly provide idiosyncrasies.
Model evaluation
At the end of the whole learning process, models are evaluated in two ways, assessing both communication performance and possible motor and sensory idiosyncrasies. To assess communication performance, the learning agent tries to communicate an object Oag to the master agent, by producing motor commands resulting in sounds from which the master infers Omast. We compute the confusion matrix P (Omast | Oag):
where P (Omast | S) is the perceptual categorization system of the master, while P (S | Oag), the sensory result of the productions of the learning agent, is computed by:
Here, P (S | M ) is the real motor-to-acoustic transformation provided by VLAM, and P (M | Oag) is the production process of the learning agent.
Results
Communication performance
We computed the confusion matrix P (Omast | Oag) (Eq. (3) To further analyze our results, let us first display the distribution P (S | Omast) of the master. Figure 1 (left) provides the classical distribution of reference acoustic data [18] , where each vowel covers a unique portion of the acoustic space, though with some small overlap at their boundaries.
We also display the distributions P (S | Oag) for a typical simulation of one learning agent (see Eq. (4)) at the end of learning. The middle and right plots of Figure 1 respectively show an instance of P (S | Oag) in the "communication" and the "repetition" models. We notice that in both cases, vowels are well defined and distinguishable. However, we notice that while the "repetition" model on the right reproduces the master 
Idiosyncrasies
On Figure 2 (left), we display both P (Omast | S), i.e. the categorization regions of the master, and the means of P (S | Omast), i.e. the sensory prototypes of phonemes (see Section 2.2.1)). As expected, prototypes of the master are well centered in each categorization region. This describes the way the sensory space is structured by the distribution of vowels in the master space, acting as a reference for the learning agent.
From this basis, the other plots of Figure We observe that idiosyncrasies appear only in the "communication model". Indeed, only in this case do the 12 mean values of P (S | Oag) vary between simulations. Importantly, despite these idiosyncrasies, the means of each vowel are still in their respective categorization regions, supporting the idea that idiosyncrasies do not alter perceptual categorization, and thus do not alter communication efficiency -as indeed shown by the measured communication performance in the previous section.
In the "repetition model", in contrast, there are no idiosyncrasies: vowel means are not variable from one simulation to the other, and are concentrated around the means of stimuli provided by the master distributions P (S | Omast). Indeed, it can be mathematically shown that, in this learning algorithm, P (S | Oag) progressively converges towards P (S | Omast).
Notice that, even if there are no sensory idiosyncrasies, the "many-to-one" relation from motor to sensory spaces may generate motor idiosyncrasies, since a given sensory percept can result from various different motor gestures. As a matter of fact, we display in Figure 3 distributions P (M | OS) in the motor space for two simulations of the "repetition model". Motor distributions are clearly different. Detailed analyses of simulation results confirm that such motor idiosyncrasies appear in both the "communication" and "repetition" models, even though sensory idiosyncrasies appear only in the first case.
Discussion
In this paper, we compared two versions of the motor learning stage in speech development, to investigate idiosyncratic learning in speech production: a "communication model" and a "repetition model". For this aim, we implemented a sequence of learning steps proposed by specialists of speech development [1, 2] into the COSMO model. Our first experimental result is that, in the scope of the phonetic material considered in this paper and involving a small set of oral vowels, COSMO is able to correctly produce learned phonemes whatever the version used.
The second and main result of this study is that idiosyncrasies are only obtained in the "communication model" of motor learning. Since idiosyncratic behaviors are a commonly observed phenomenon, we infer that speech development likely involves some motor learning process guided by a communicative goal, during which children would try to replicate perceived phonemes rather than perceived sounds. Such learning process based on a communicative goal could actually take a wide variety of forms, including communication scenarios based on inverse imitation games (see, e.g. [19] ).
The sequence of learning stages within speech development that we considered in the present study could be embedded within a more general scenario based on hierarchical learning, with a first stage guided by sensory representations (our sensory and sensory-motor phases), followed by a second, higher-level stage guided by phonetic representations (our motor phase).
Our model has several limitations. Just to mention one, we only considered learning interaction with a single master, which is unrealistic for child speech development. Simulations with several masters are likely to provide idiosyncrasies also in the "repetition model". However, such idiosyncrasies would be centered on the average of the different masters' productions, and iteration of this process over generations would likely gradually reduce the spread of idiosyncrasies. It is not sure whether that would reflect realistic idiosyncrasies.
Whatever the obvious limitations of this initial study, we believe that the proposed strategy -based on the comparison of different computational architectures within a single computational framework -is promising, in order to assess the role of specific components of the general speech communication model we are aiming at here. The specific component that is tested here, that is, the existence of a learning process based on efficient communication, appears to be a potentially important ingredient in the future developments of COSMO.
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